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Chairman Fitzgerald, Ranking Member Akaka, and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Jack Ciesielski, president of R. G. Associates. It is my pleasure to be participating in

this hearing. The following is my written statement, which respectfully request to be entered into

the public record. 

First, allow me to present a brief description of my business and how it relates to this

hearing. My firm, R.G. Associates, Inc. is primarily an independent investment research firm, and

is dedicated to the analysis of corporate accounting issues. We have a small asset management

business, but our main focus is the publication of a research service entitled The Analyst’s

Accounting Observer, which analyzes and explains accounting trends to both buy-side and sell-side

analysts. Frequently, Observer reports are devoted to new or pending pronouncements of the

Financial Accounting Standards Board. Our client base of approximately 70 firms is diverse: readers

of our research range from some of the world’s largest mutual fund families and well-established

brokerage firms and ratings agencies, all the way down to money management firms with only a

handful of employees and assets under management. In short, our client base is a unique cross-

sectional view of many different kinds of financial statement users.

I’ve been writing the Observer for over 12 years, and as I’ve composed reports about new

FASB standards, I’ve had plenty of interaction with the Board and its staff. I’ve participated in the

Board’s hearings and roundtables on proposed standards, and as a member of the Financial

Accounting Standards Advisory Council and Emerging Issues Task Force, I’ve had ample

opportunity to observe the deliberations and the due process that goes into the development of the

FASB’s standards. I’ve had the chance to see how the standard setting process benefits from the

inputs provided by accounting firms and financial statement preparers - from people who are close



to the issues being considered by the Board, and whose experience with those issues helps the Board

develop more durable standards. In my view, the FASB’s system of listening, learning, and then

improving their proposals works very well as it exists. 

With that, I’d like to turn my attention to the purpose of this hearing. On the surface, this

hearing is all about an accounting standard dealing with stock options given to employees, but there

is a much larger issue that merits our attention. That issue is the independence of the FASB. For if

there were not attempts by some parties to legislate action that robs the FASB of its independence,

we wouldn’t be having this hearing. 

The FASB plays a unique and indispensable function in our country’s capital market system

- as is the role of any standard setter. Progress in society would be impossible if there were not

uniform standards for many of the things we take for granted: for instance, something as simple as

the design of electrical outlets. That’s what makes the FASB’s role critical: by being the independent

arbiter of principles at the foundation of financial reporting, investors benefit from financial

information that is more comparable and robust than would exist if every preparer had their own

way of presenting information. 

In my years of observing the standard setting process, I’ve seen the Board develop improved

accounting standards with an unmatched level of openness and fairness. Their standards will not

make everyone happy - in addressing the complicated issues they’re charged with, it’s impossible

to satisfy all parties involved. The reason we’re here is because some of the FASB’s constituents

are so unhappy with their attempts to reform the accounting for option compensation that they’ve

pulled Congress into the process. They’re seeking a legislative answer to an accounting rule they



oppose, and in doing so, usurping the FASB’s authority to set standards. I believe that the FASB’s

ability to develop impartial standards resulting in robust information for investors to use would be

seriously hampered if legislative intervention becomes the norm for disagreeing with their

pronouncements, and a blueprint for such behavior was created the last time the Board attempted

to remedy option compensation accounting ten years ago. While it may benefit a few of the Board’s

constituents to preserve the present broken accounting model, in the long run our capital markets

would likely suffer - and result in capital being misallocated in the economy. 

I’d like to focus the remainder of my remarks more specifically on the accounting issue

under consideration, arguably the most contentious project ever taken up by the FASB. Despite the

claims of vocal opponents, I do not view the FASB’s proposal for equity-based compensation

accounting as somehow “dangerous” or reckless. In my judgment, the Board has listened fairly to

the views of its constituents and learned much as this project has wended its way from an “invitation

to comment” document in 2003 to the exposure draft of a standard at the end of March. 

I believe that the issuance of a final standard requiring the recognition of stock option

compensation would significantly benefit the users of financial statements. I believe the argument

that options cannot be valued, and therefore should reflect no compensation expense when given to

employees, is without merit. Companies use option pricing models such as the Black-Scholes model

to value illiquid options and warrants they hold in their corporate portfolios; they use them to value

options on their stock given as consideration in making acquisitions. Yet they will claim that the

same models cannot be used to value options given to employees as compensation. It seems that the

only acceptable value such options can have is zero. (See Exhibits A and B).



Some of the opponents of the FASB’s proposals claim that option compensation information

should be relegated to a footnote as it is currently displayed. I disagree. The current presentation is

a substitution of disclosure in place of proper accounting. It resulted from a Board that was badly

compromised in 1994 due to the political actions that interfered with its independence. The

information reported in the footnotes since 1996 were real transactions that occurred with

employees, and financial statements are supposed to contain the transactions that occurred in a firm

for a given period. By our count for the S&P 500, net earnings were overstated by more than $175

billion from 1995 to 2002. (See Exhibit C.) That’s information about transactions which was

presented only once a year to investors, rather than as it occurred each quarter - and it directly

related to the resources under the firm’s disposal, which management is supposed to employ for the

benefit of its shareholders. That’s one of the tenets of capitalism, and one that has been ignored

when it comes to reporting equity-based compensation. 

Opponents of the FASB proposal often claim that stock prices will fall if options

compensation is recognized in earnings. I cannot think of a more patronizing argument. Markets are

supposed to allow capital to flow to wherever it can earn the best return; information about how

capital is being managed allows capital providers to make investment decisions. If stock prices fall

because capital is not being allocated properly in certain firms, then markets are allowing capitalism

to function as it should. For decades, accounting standards have done a poor job in depicting how

capital is being used when it comes to equity-based compensation - and consequently, we have seen

how capital has sometimes been misallocated. 

The interference surrounding the FASB’s equity-based compensation project is very much

like a decade ago when the Board proposed that health care benefits promised to employees be



accrued on balance sheets as a liability. At the time, only rudimentary information about the

payments for such obligations appeared in the back pages of financial reports. Many feared that the

new accounting standard would virtually bankrupt many concerns. As it turns out, the new

accounting didn’t bankrupt anyone - as if accounting standards have the power to add or detract

from wealth. All that accounting standards can do is provide measurement, and that is where their

power lies. Simply put, we manage what we measure. Once their health care liabilities were

measured, American firms began managing them. I think that most would agree that the world didn’t

come to an end when accountants measured these liabilities - or when managers actually paid

attention to the consequences of promises they had made to employees. As a nation, I think we’re

better off for having faced the issue - and proper accounting, not “out of sight, out of mind”

disclosures - helped us face the issue.

Earlier in my comments, I mentioned that I encounter a large variety of financial statement

users in writing The Analyst’s Accounting Observer. There’s one question about the FASB project

I encounter more often than any other in my conversations with analysts of all stripes, and it isn’t

“Can we stop this from happening?” The question I hear most often is “When will this go into

effect? We want to start adjusting our models.” Investors and analysts are ready now for such

information and would like to roll back the uncertainty that surrounds the way it will affect them as

they do their jobs. That uncertainty will diminish once the FASB completes its project. 

In closing, I would like to reiterate my support for an independent FASB to bring this project

to a timely conclusion with the accounting they have proposed. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to respond to any questions you may have. 



Exhibit A. Financial Statement Excerpts: Firms Use of Black-Scholes Option Pricing Models to Value
Options Held or Issued (other than in compensation situations)

Intel 2003 10-K (page 57)

Fair Values of Financial Instruments 
Fair values of cash equivalents approximate cost due to the short period of time to maturity. Fair values of
short-term investments, trading assets, long-term investments, marketable strategic equity securities, certain
non-marketable investments, short-term debt, long-term debt, swaps, currency forward contracts, equity options
and warrants are based on quoted market prices or pricing models using current market rates. Debt securities are
generally valued using discounted cash flows in a yield-curve model based on LIBOR. Equity options and warrants
are priced using a Black-Scholes option pricing model. For the company’s portfolio of non-marketable equity
securities, management believes that the carrying value of the portfolio approximates the fair value at December
27, 2003 and December 28, 2002. This estimate takes into account the decline of the equity and venture capital
markets over the last few years, the impairment analyses performed and the impairments recorded during 2003 and
2002. All of the estimated fair values are management’s estimates; however, when there is no readily available
market, the estimated fair values may not necessarily represent the amounts that could be realized in a current
transaction, and these fair values could change significantly. 

Apple Computer 2002 10-K (page 79-80)
Acquisition of PowerSchool, Inc. 
In May 2001, the Company acquired PowerSchool, Inc. (PowerSchool), a provider of web-based student
information systems for K-12 schools and districts that enable schools to record, access, report, and manage their
student data and performance in real-time, and gives parents real-time web access to track their children's progress.
The consolidated financial statements include the operating results of PowerSchool from the date of acquisition.

The purchase price of approximately $66.1 million consisted of the issuance of approximately 2.4 million shares
of the Company's common stock with a fair value of $61.2 million, the issuance of stock options with a fair value
of $4.5 million, and $300,000 of direct transaction costs. The fair value of the common stock options issued was
determined using a Black-Scholes option pricing model with the following assumptions: volatility of 67%, expected
life of 4 years, dividend rate of 0%, and risk-free rate of 4.73%. 

Total consideration was allocated as follows (in millions): 

Net tangible assets acquired   $ 0.2 
Deferred stock compensation        12.8 
Identifiable intangible assets          2.6 
In-process research and development        10.8 
Goodwill        39.7 
    --------
  Total consideration   $ 66.1 
  
Critical Path 2003 10-K (page 42)
Acquisitions
   Using the Black-Scholes option-pricing model and assuming a term of 7 years and expected volatility of 90%,
the initial fair value of all the warrants on the effective date of the agreement approximated $26.4 million, which
is included as a component of the purchase price of the acquisition. 



Exhibit B. Barron’s Editorial




